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;s.). Baltimore addition to orthodox anatomical titles
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tubal ligation. There is no regimented approach
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pter on sperm his chapter on the neurohypophysis and
ft me surprised hypothalamus with an account of path-
more than ological techniques that include necropsy

to read and artifacts and histological processing.
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ttwithstanding, cortex with an account of the functional
this surgical histology of the foetal zone. The result

f their private is a collection of essays by experts that
The biblio- will appeal to clinicians and physiologists

lesanadequate as well as to pathologists. Though
nd European there is a certain amount of essential
crographs, al- biochemistry, the theme is mainly path-
aperb, and the ology in the morbid anatomical sense.
on page 49 Morbid anatomists will find answers to

many problems in histopathology. More
ik devoted to detail on practical points of histological
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es pathological are fine reviews of the argentaffin cell

system by Campbell and the chromaffin
F. A. LANGLEY system by Sherwin and a charmingly

written essay by Wurtman on the pineal
gland. On looking up any point anywhere

sd by J. M. B. in the book one is tempted to read most
ustrated. £15.) of the relevant chapter and to dip else-

and Wilkins where in the text. Dr Bloodworth has
nd S. Living- himself contributed 100 pages on diabetes

mellitus, the major portion devoted to
minute analysis of the cardiovascular

ine pathology changes. The book is weak on heredity
and Dr Blood- in endocrine diseases, on the multiple
ists a service endocrine tumour syndrome, and on

ie help of 20 autoimmunity in endocrine organs. Find-
the pathology ings in experimental animals are sum-
h as diabetes marized intheallocationoffunctiontocells
the pathology or cell groups in the hypothalamus, adeno-

hypophysis (Agnes Russfield), and pineal.
Otherwise the text is almost entirely de-
voted to human pathology. Special stain-
ing methods are given, but with a few
exceptions, histochemistry is neglected.

Pathologists tend to be diffident in
dealing with endocrine problems. The
subject is complex, specialized, is under-
going numerous advances, and much of
the material is comparatively rare. This
book does not make the subject easier.
For example, nomenclature of the
anterior pituitary cells is still chaotic.
But possession of 'Endocrine pathology'
might well modify diffidence by interest.
It is highly recommended and should be
made available in every pathology
laboratory.
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Infectious Mononucleosis Edited by R. L.
Carter and H. G. Penman. (xi + 258,
illustrated. 70s.) Oxford and Edinburgh:
Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1969.

This in an excellent little book which
brings one up to date with the modem
views on infectious mononucleosis. Clear
distinction is made between glandular
fever and infectious mononucleosis, al-
though perhaps this is not really necessary
now. Infectious mononucleosis produces
a clear clinical picture in young adults.
Glandular fever affects mainly young
children. The diagnostic value of blood
films, the relative uselessness of bone
marrow and the importance of the Paul
Bunnell-Davidson test, together with
rapid slide techniques, are all discussed.
The histopathology is well documented
but for most readers the exciting part
of the book will no doubt be the new work
on the cellular biology of the immuno-
cytes seen in infectious mononucleosis.
The authors persuaded the late Dr
Dameshek to summarize, which he did
very well, the present position of in-
fectious mononucleosis and its relation-
ship to a leukaemic process. This, to-
gether with the importance of Epstein-
Barr virus and the immunological studies,
makes the book different fromall theothers
with a forward look which may well tie
up our knowledge of infectious mono-
nucleosis, even though no therapeutic
hope is offered. The cost is not excessive.

A. G. SIGNY
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